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1 Abstract

The neutron rem-counter WENDI-II from Eberline was tested in high-energy particle accel-
erator produced neutron fields. A radioactive 241Arn-Be(o;,n) source was used as a reference.
The experimentally determined responses are compared to Monte-Carlo simulations of the
response function done by Olsher et al. [1]. The energy spectra of the accelerator produced
neutron fields were determined employing Monte-Carlo simulations, too. According to the
simulations done by Birattari et al. [2] and in this work these neutron fields exhibit large
contributions to the ambient dose equivalent resulting from neutrons with kinetic energy
of more than 20 MeV up to a few 100 MeV. The WENDI-II detector proved to show a
response of approximately 3 • 109 pulses per Sievert ambient dose equivalent. Considering
the experimental and statistical uncertainties the results are consistent with the assump-
tion that the dose response of the WENDI-II reproduces quite accurately the function for
the ambient dose equivalent of the ICRP 74.

2 Introduction

The classical neutron rem-meter of the Andersson-Braun (AB) type is a widely used in-
strument to monitor the ambient dose equivalent resulting from neutron radiation. The
first design by Andersson and Braun was described to reproduce the dose equivalent for
neutrons starting from thermal energy (1/40 eV) up to 10 MeV [3]. This energy range
covers neutrons emitted by nuclear power installations.

A standard AB-rem-counter consists of a proportional counter tube filled with a gas
that has a high reaction cross section for neutrons such as boron-fluoride (BF3) or helium-
3. The counting tube is surrounded by a moderator made of a hydrogen-rich material such
as paraffine or polyethylene eventually mixed with neutron capturing elements like boron
or cadmium. The reaction cross section of B-10 or He-3 for neutron absorption is roughly
inversely proportional to the neutron velocity. Consequently the reaction probability is
the highest for thermal neutrons. On the contrary the dose equivalent resulting from
neutron radiation is rising with energy reaching a transient maximum at about 20 MeV.
The moderating and absorbing element in a rem-counter is required to transform the
energy relation of the neutron detecting reaction into a detector response which resembles



the conversion function for the ambient dose equivalent.
In the vicinity of high energy particle accelerators neutrons with energies higher than

10 MeV can contribute substantially to the total dose equivalent. However, the sensitiv-
ity of a standard Andersson-Braun rem-counter to neutrons decreases noticeable above
20 MeV. For neutrons with an energy of 100 MeV this can lead to an underestimation of
the dose equivalent by one order of magnitude. Some years ago Birattari et al. [4] suggested
to include a layer of heavy metal into the hydrogen-rich moderatoring structure. High en-
ergetic neutrons cause spallation reactions in the metal nuclei producing further neutrons
of lower energies. This way the sensitivity of an Andersson-Braun type rem-counter can
be extended to energies higher than 10 MeV. Hence, these rem-counters have been named
extended range rem-counters. The new rem-counter WENDI-II from Thermo Eberline is
one of the first commercially available extended range rem-counters.

3 The WENDI-II rem-counter from Thermo Eberline

The design of the Wide Energy Neutron Detection Instrument (WENDI) is the result of
a research collaboration between the Los Alamos National Laboratory, the San Jose State
University and Varian Associates. A US patent was granted for the first version WENDI-I
in 1996. A second version was developed in 1999 being easier to manufacture and with a
better high energy response. This WENDI-II has been commercialized under license by
Thermo Eberline. One of this devices has been provided by the company to the radiation
protection group of GSI for testing purposes.

The WENDI-II consists of a counter tube type GL-2500802-NS from Gamma Labs filled
with HE-3 at a pressure of 2 atm. The tube is situated in the center of a cylindrically shaped
polyethylene moderator. Inside the moderator a layer of tungsten powder is included. The
geometry of the moderating and absorbing element and the counter tube can be taken
from figure 1. The moderator and the tungsten layer are not covering the tube from
all directions. For manufacturing purposes these elements are pot-shaped allowing the
mounting of the tube through one open side. This side is protected by a small boron
doped rubber shield in order to prevent from an over response to low energetic neutrons
coming from this direction.

There are no electronic elements (pre-amplifier) inside the WENDI-II detector. The
detector is connected to a digital rate-meter FHT1100 (also from Eberline) equipped with
a 1.5 kV high voltage modul and a special input module allowing to loop through the high
voltage. This way only one cable from the detector to the rate-meter is needed supplying
the high voltage and transporting the detector signal, simultaneously. The detector is
also sold in a so-called smart version equipped with Eberline's digital survey meter E-600
(Smart Wide Energy Neutron Detection Instrument S WENDI-II). Here it is used with the
rate-meter FHT1100, only. Thermo Eberline reports the following technical data for the
WENDI-II:



Rubber shield - 25 % boron

Tungsten powder

O-ring seal

Figure 1: Cross sectional scheme of the neutron rem-meter WENDI-II. blue: boron doped
rubber shield: yellow: counter tube gas volume: orange: tungsten powder.

Sensitivity:
Dead time:
Overrange:
Maximum voltage:
Weight:

680 cpm / (lmrem/h) = 1.13 cps / (1/xSv/h)
10/iS
130.000 cps
1500 V
13.38 kg

The energy response1 of the WENDI-II has been simulated by Olsher et al. [1] with
the Los Alamos Monte Carlo transport code MCNPX. The resulting response function is
shown in figure 2 together with the conversion function for the ambient dose equivalent.
Data values have been kindly provided by R. H. Olsher. It can be seen that the response
of the device for high energy neutrons is significantly better than it is for a standard A-
B-rem-counter. There is an over-response for neutrons in the energy range of keV and
an under-response for neutrons of thermal energy which is typical for most A-B-rem-
counters. However, the energy response1 of the WENDI-II rcm-counter seams to be quite
well-balanced.
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Figure 2: Response of the rem-counter WENDI-II from Thermo Eberline in comparison to
the conversion function for the ambient dose equivalent. The data show the results of the
MCNPX Monte-Carlo simulations from Olsher et al. il] for the exposition of the detector
from the side and from the end of the cylindrically shaped moderator.

4 Test with a radioactive 241Am-Be(a,n) source
As a first test the response of the WENDI-II was checked with a radioactive neutron
source. A 241 Am-Be(n.n) source with a nominal activity of 1 Ci—37 GBq was used in
a laboratory at GSI. The source with the serial number 0914 NE was manufactured by
Amcrsham-Buchler in 1979 (Product Code AMN.22). The source strength of the source at
the time of the experiment was calculated to be 1.92E6 neutrons per second. The- energy
of the neutrons ranges mainly from 1 MeV to 10 MeV. The neutron spectrum of the source
is regarded to follow the spectrum reported in ISO8529-1 [5] which is shown in figure 3.
According to this spectrum a value for the mean ambient dose equivalent per unit fiuence
of 391 pSv cm"2 is derived.

The measurements with the WENDI-II were done with the source at a distance of 1 m
in a large room at GSI (0.038 Abklinganlage B). The source was tied up to the ceiling and
the detector was placed at the same horizontal level on a tripod allowing the irradiation at
a height of 1.55 in above the floor. All other walls are at least 3 m away from the source
and the detector. The influence of back-scattered neutrons is estimated to be less than 5 %
in this set-up. Taken the source strength and the mean conversion factor for the ambient
dose equivalent the dose rate was 21.5 //Sv li"1 at a distance of 1 in. To illustrate the



distribution of the ambient (lose equivalent the cumulative dose per unit fiuenee is plotted
in figure 4 versus the neutron energy.

Irradiation of the WENDI-II with the 24] Ain-Be(o.n) source as described above resulted
in a pulse rate of about 1000 counts per minute. The device was tested in the upright
and in the horizontal (end) position for 5 h each. The measured responses are 3.20E9 cts/Sv
and 2.87E9 cts/Sv. respectively. The statistical error was around 1 % and the experimental
error is estimated to be smaller than 10 %.

The response function provided by Olsher et al. [1] was folded with the 241 Am-Be(a.n)
spectrum given in ISO8529-1 [5]. This way a total response to neutrons coming from
a 241Ain-Be(rv.n) source was derived from the Monte-Carlo calculations of Olsher et al.
The response is calculated to be 2.72E9 cts/Sv for the side and 2.83E9 cts/Sv for the
end configuration. Thus, the simulation shows a slightly higher response for the horizontal
position whereas the experiment shows a higher response for the upright position. However,
the agreement between the Monte-Carlo simulation and the experiment is quite satisfactory.
The nominal (overall) sensitivity reported by the manufacturer is 4.10E9 cts/Sv. See
figure 5 for a comparison of the WEXDI-II response values for the neutron field of the
241Am-Be(a,n) source.
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Figure 3: Energy spectra of the neutron fields employed for the test of the rein-counter
WENDI-II. A radioactive 241Ani-Bc(«.n) source and particle accelerator produced neutron
fields at CERN (CT2 and CT7) and at GSI (Cave A) have been used (see text for detailed
description).
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Figure 4: Distribution of the ambient dose equivalent for the neutron fields in figure 3.
The cumulative dose equivalent Dn = T,TT

h
n<$>.,n //*(10)m is plotted versus neutron energy.

5 CERN-EU High-energy Reference Field

Measurements at, the CERN European Reference Field Facility (CKRF) have been done
in July 2003. This experimental area has been designed for radiological experiments with
high energy hadrons. For a detailed description of the facility see [0]. A primary beam
with momentum of 120 GeV/c composed of protons (35 %). pious (61 %) and kaons (4
%) is stopped in a copper target. The resulting neutron doses behind concrete or iron
blocks of different thicknesses can be measured while the primary beam is monitored. The
intensity of the primary beam is given in units of 1 PIC (precision ionisation chamber
count). One PIC corresponds to 2.2-10"1 primary beam particles [7]. The beam was slowly
extracted from the synchrotron. Every 17 s one spill with a length of 5 s was delivered. A
beam intensity was chosen which produced between 100 and 4000 PICs per spill. Here the
so-called concrete-top positions labelled CT2 and CT7 were used (see [6] for reference).
The WENDI-1I was placed in the center of the corresponding field on top of the concrete
roof in an upright position leading to an irradiation of the device primary through the end
of the moderator. See figure 6 for an illustration of the experimental area at CERF.

The neutron spectra for the different reference positions of CERF have been calculated
with FLUKA by Birattari et al. [2]. The average ambient dose equivalent per unit Hueiice
is 272 pSv cm"2 for the field CT2 and 276 pSv cm"2 for the field CT7 according to the
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Figure 5: Experimental results for the response of the rem-countcr WEXDI-II to neutrons
from a 2/U Am-Be(a.n) source. Sim.: Response calculated by folding the response function of
Olsher et al. [1] with the neutron energy spectrum: Exp.: Measured pulses per calculated
unit ambient dose equivalent; Nominal: Nominal calibration factor for the WENDI-II
reported by Thermo Eberline: side: exposure of the detector from the side through the
curved surface; end: exposure of the detector from the end through the flat bottom.
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Figure 6: Scheme of the experimental conditions at the CERN EU High-energy Field
Facility (CERE). The WENDI-II detector was tested at positions 2 and 7 on the concrete
top CT2 and CT7.



neutron spectra provided at the CERF web site '. The energy spectra and the cumulative
dose equivalent per unit fluence are shown in figures 3 and 4. The resulting responses deter-
mined experimentally for the WENDI-II at the positions CT2 and CT7 are 2.50E9 cts/Sv
and 2.40E9 cts/Sv, respectively. As for the 241Am-Be(a,n) source, the responses were also
calculated folding the energy spectrum with the response function from the MCNPX sim-
ulation of Olsher et al. for comparison. The responses derived this way are 3.31E9 cts/Sv
for CT2 and 3.25E9 cts/Sv for CT7. The experimentally observed responses are approxi-
mately 25 % lower than values resulting from the Monte-Carlo simulations. The calibration
for the CERF beam monitor [7] has been verified for the 2003 runs [8]. Thus, the reason
for the observed discrepancy remains unclear. The bar chart in figure 7 summarizes the
response values obtained at CERF.

6 Carbon ion induced neutron field at GSI

During a beam time in August 2003 at an experimental area of GSI (Cave A) carbon ions
of kinetic energy of 200 MeV/u were dumped into an iron target. The thickness of the

1 www.cern.ch/cerf
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Figure 7: Experimental results for the response of the nun-counter WENDI-II to the neu-
tron field at the CERN High-energy Reference Field (CERF). Sim.: Responses calculated
by folding the response function of Olsher et al. [1] with the neutron energy spectrum;
Exp.: Measured pulses per calculated unit ambient dose equivalent; Nominal: Nominal
calibration factor for the WENDI-II reported by Thermo Eberline.



target was 20 cm, the target height was 10 cm and the broadness 25 cm. The intensity
of the primary beam was adjusted to 1E7 and 1E8 ions per spill. Every 6 seconds a
flat-shaped spill of 1 second length was extracted from the synchrotron and sent to the
target. The primary beam was measured with a secondary electron transmission monitor
(SEETRAM) which was provided and calibrated by D. Schardt [9]. A description of the
SEETRAM device and the application for monitoring heavy ion beams can be found at
[10, 11]. The detector was placed behind the target in forward direction to the beam line
(0 degree) in a distance of 1 m to the center of the target. The detector was used in
the upright position, i. e. the symmetry axis of the cylindrically shaped moderator was
perpendicular to the direction of the primary beam. See figure 8 for an illustration of the
experimental set-up.

A Monte-Carlo simulation of carbon ions hitting a thick iron target according to the
experimental set-up was done with the radiation transport code FLUKA [12, 13]. Since the
latest release of the code nucleus-nucleus interactions are covered by the programm allowing
to accurately simulate the transport of heavy ions (version 2003.1)2. Neutron fluence and
energy distribution around the target was scored with standard user estimators. The energy
distribution at the position of the detector is shown in figures 3 and 4. The energy averaged
conversion factor for the ambient dose equivalent is 312 pSv cm"2. Approximately 50 %
of the ambient dose equivalent are resulting from neutrons of energy higher than 100 MeV
according to the FLUKA simulation. The spacial distribution of the resulting ambient
dose equivalent can be found in figure 9.

The measured pulses were related to the charge released in the SEETRAM beam mon-
itor to determine the detector response. Linear regression showed excellent correlation be-
tween the recorded pulses and the beam monitor (Pearson's correlation coefficient > 0.99).
The statistical error was less than 1 %. The resulting responses for the two different beam
intensities are 3.33 • 109 cts/Sv for 1E7 primary ions per spill and 2.74 • 109 cts/Sv for
1E8 primary ions per spill. As this was a single experiment it is cumbersome to give
an experimental error. From the dose profile (figure 9) and the geometrical accuracy the
experimental error is estimated to be less than 10 %.

The response was again determined by folding the neutron spectrum (obtained from
the Monte-Carlo simulation with FLUKA) with the response function from Olsher et al.
[1]. A repsonse of 3.11 • 109 cts/Sv is calculated which is in between the experimentally
determined values. The results are compared in the bar chart in figure 10.

7 Conclusion

The response of the WENDI-II rem-counter was tested for three different polychromatic
neutron fields. The energy spectrum for the radioactive 241Am-Be(a,n) test source was
taken from ISO8529-1. The neutron spectra for the accelerator produced neutron fields
were calculated with the Monte-Carlo Code FLUKA (CERF: Birattari et al. [2]; Cave A at

2 www.fluka.org



Figure 8: Experimental set-up in Cave A. Carbon ions with energy of 200 MeV per atomic
mass unit are coming from the left and stopped in a 20 cm thick iron target see the
4 orange iron blocks (each 5 cm thick) on top of the wooden support. The detector was
placed on a tripod and exposed from the side to the resulting radiation field.

GSI: this work). The response function for the WEXDI-II has been determined by Olsher
et al. [1] using the Los Alamos Monte-Carlo code MCNPX.

With the response function provided by R. II. Olsher it was possible to calculate the
expected total response for the different neutron fields by folding the it with the energy
spectrum. This simulated responses are generally in good accordance to the experimentally
derived responses (see table 1). Remarkably the simulated response for neutrons coming
through the flat end of the detector is 4 %, lower than for neutrons coming through the
cylindrical])' shaped side whereas in the experiment the difference was about 10 VA in
the other direction. This behavior was found for neutrons coming from the 211 Am-Be(a.n)
source. For the accelerator produced neutron fields the response was tested for one detector
orientation, only.

All measured and simulated responses here are significantly lower than the nominal
response reported by the manufacturer of 4.1 • 10" counts per Sievert. Potentially the
manufacturer determined the response for a neutron field which has a larg fraction of low
energetic neutrons. Olslior et: al. [1] determined the response to a Cf-252 fission source.
They reported a response of 45.7 cpm//iSv h"l which is 2.7- 109 counts per Sievert for the
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Figure 9: Ambient dose equivalent produced by 200 MeV/u carbon ions stopped in a thick
iron target as calculated with the radiation transport progranmi FLUKA [12. 13'. The
dose profile is shown in the horizontal and the vertical plane through the beam line. The
position and orientation of the target and the detector is indicated at Z—0 and Z- 100 cm.
respectively. The dose is given in pSv per primary carbon ion (pp). Dose values higher
than 0.1 pSv/pp in the vicinity of the target are not shown for convenience.
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Figure1 10: Experimental results for the response of the rem-counter WENDI-II to the
neutron field produced by a 200 MeV/u carbon ion beam stopped in a thick iron target.
in Cave A at GSI. Sim.: Response calculated by folding the response function of Olsher et
al. [1] with the neutron energy spectrum: Exp.: Measured pulses per calculated unit am-
bient dose equivalent; Nominal: Nominal response for the WENDI-11 reported by Thermo
Eberline.

bare source1 whereas a response of 59.3 cpm//iSv h 1 corresponding to 3.(i • 10!) counts per
Sievert was found for the same source but moderated with a 30 cm diameter D2O sphere.
A further test with a 241 Am-Li-source revealed a response of 4.0 • 109 counts per Sievert.
This type of sources exhibits a comparatively low energetic neutron spectrum resulting in
an effective conversion factor of only 243 pSv cm 2 [14 .

For the application at a high-energy accelerator it is suggested to adjust the calibration
factor lor the device according to the response determined for the field oft lie 2'" Ani-Be(a.n)
source. Taking this into account the responses for the accelerator produced neutron iields
at CERF and at Cave A at GSI are within ± 20% to unity for both the experimentally
derived and the simulated values (see table 1). However, the simulated responses tend to
bo higher for the accelerator produced fields than the experimental results.

The measurements at Cave A were done with two different intensities of the primary
beam. 1E7 and 1E8 carbon ions per spill. For the higher beam intensity a lower response1

was found. The question arises wether this observation is an indication of a pile-up behavior
of the detector. For 1 • 10* carbon ions per spill produced a count rate of up to 2 • 10' cps
in the detector. Considering the dead time of 10//s specified by the manufacturer and the
spill structure of the beam (which was not completely flat but exhibited some spike's) a
pile-up can not be ruled out. Further experiments with varying beam intensity would be

12



needed to check this.
It has to be noted that also the experimental results rely on Monte-Carlo calculations:

The neutron energy spectra for CERF and Cave A were not measured but taken from a
simulation. These energy spectra were employed to calculate the expected ambient dose
equivalents to which the measured pulses have been related to.

The results from this first tests of the new WENDI-II rem-counter from Thermo-
Eberline look very promising. The new detector combines a high sensitivity (3 counts
per nSv) with a well-balanced energy response over a wide energy range. It has been
proven to produce reliable dose readings at accelerator produced neutron fields where a
substantial fraction of the dose has to be attributed to neutrons with energies of more than
100 MeV. The limiting count rate specified by the manufacturer and potentially verified in
the experiment in Cave A corresponds to a maximum reliable dose rate of approximately
100 mSv per hour or 30/iSv per second.

Although this was not the main interest of this investigation a very low zero-effect rate of
approximately 10 pulses per hour was observed in our laboratory situated in the basement
of the GSI buildings corresponding to an ambient dose equivalent rate of 3.3 nSv/h. This
value is in agreement with the cosmic ray induced neutron dose rate of 8.5 nSv/h reported
by Wiegel et al. [15] taking into account that this measurements were done with a set of
Bonner spheres under open air conditions.

Table 1: Responses for the neutron field from a 241Arn-Be(a,n) source, at the CERN
reference field and at the heavy ion induced field in Cave A at GSI (experiment). An
addition to the experimentally determined values the total response was derived by folding
the response function from Olsher et al. [1] with the energy spectra (simulation).

Response rel.to
241Arn-Be(a,n)
241Arn-Be(a,n)
241Am-Be(a,n)

CERF CT2
CERF CT7
CaveA 108/spill
CaveA 107/spill

direction
side
end

end
end
side
side

simulation
side end

100.0% 96.1%
104.0% 100.0%

117.3%
115.2%

114.6%
114.6%

experiment
side end

100.0% 111.5%
89.7% 100.0%

87.0%
83.6%

85.4%
103.9%
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